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YOUNGEST DEAN ON CAMPUS 
liAS RAPPORT WITH STUDENTS
MISSOULA--
By Robin Tawney 
UM Information Services
The youngest dean on campus, a certified ski instructor and a snappy dresser, has the 
engaging knack of attaining instant rapport with University students.
Dr. Richard A. Solberg, 38-year-old dean of the College of Arts and Sciences, is well 
known for his ability to communicate with students on a one-to-one basis. He eats lunch with 
them and invites them to his home. He worked closely with students last year, helping them 
organize student-initiated courses and programs. Dr. Solberg’s talent also was used in 
keeping the campus calm during the student strike last spring.
His comments on the College of Arts and Sciences, students and educational issues are 
made confidently and objectively.
"The trend- in college of arts and sciences across the nation is away from professional­
ism and toward de-departmentalization, learning for learning's sake and not just to receive 
a degree and a good job after four years," Dr. Solberg said.
He cited the field of environmental sciences as an example of this new trend. There is 
no department as such, because the study of environment incorporates many areas of study, he 
explained.
Today students are concerned with the welfare of human beings. They examine human pro­
blems not only through the traditional studies of sociology and social welfare, but also 
through participation in many other areas'. The dean said in the past students avoided 
contact with fine arts and other fields because they felt their abilities were inadequate, 
or they did not have time in their crowded four-year schedules. This is no longer true, he 
emphasized.
"There is a place in the student's educational experience for involvement in and expo­
sure to fine arts without asking him to be expert," Dean Solberg noted.
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Previous generations of students have been concerned with receiving an education to
attain a good job and a comfortable way of life, the dean said, but students today are
more socially aware, more sensitive, more humanistic, less concerned with making that com-
.
fortable living.
' "Because they aren’t worried about endangering some position they may hold at age 40,
students express themselves openly and avidly, he said.
Contrary to many beliefs, Dr. Solberg said, the University is not the only place where 
disruption takes place. So-called down-trodden, impoverished minority groups create as
much excitement as college students, he said.
But the news media see the University as a focal point, a place where activities can 
be pinpointed, he said. He explained that it is difficult for the public to focus on 
transient, migratory workers or blacks in the Midwest, where a physical locality may be 
non-existent.
"I have not found many students who know why they are at the University; if they do, 
they soon change their minds," he noted. ’’Time is no longer so critical to students. Now 
it matters less if a student works longer than four years for a bachelor’s degree. What is 
important is what the student does with the time available and not with the amount of time
he has."
Dr. Solberg said the generation gap stems partly from this phenomena: Older genera­
tions who went through the universities and secured jobs now see their children in the 
universities "buying time. 1 Parents tend, he said, to ask their students what they will do 
after graduation. The usual reply, ’I’m not sure,’ leaves parents feeling disturbed, he 
said.
He said many ' students feel the future is filled with a kind of catastrophic
uncertainty:
"They see the future as being, not in 10 or 60 years, but next week or tomorrow. 
Students are pessimistic about the ability for today's society to exist in perpetuity as 
it nears disaster. This shakes their world."
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A prophet of this oncoming disaster is Paul Ehrlich, a well-known environmentalist, 
whom Dr. Solberg knows well. Ehrlich visited the UM Biological Station at Yellow Bay on 
Flathead Lake during the summers of 1967 and 1968, while Dr. Solberg was station director.
If one accepts Ehrlich's assumptions, Dr. Solberg said, then no matter how people are 
relocated, ‘‘limits,' certain natural laws which cannot be passed, eventually will be met. 
The population will level off, if not by prior population planning, then because of reac­
tions to disaster, lie said. For example, the dean said, a large number of people in an 
urban area could die from air pollution, because the "limit" of the availability of fresh 
air has been reached.
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